Abstract-This paper presents a tool for addressing a key component in many algorithms for planning robot trajectories under uncertainty: evaluation of the safety of a robot whose actions are governed by a closed-loop feedback policy near a nominal planned trajectory. We describe an adaptive importance sampling Monte Carlo framework that enables the evaluation of a given control policy for satisfaction of a probabilistic collision avoidance constraint which also provides an associated certificate of accuracy (in the form of a confidence interval). In particular this adaptive technique is well-suited to addressing the complexities of rigid-body collision checking applied to nonlinear robot dynamics. As a Monte Carlo method it is amenable to parallelization for computational tractability, and is generally applicable to a wide gamut of simulatable systems, including alternative noise models. Numerical experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of the adaptive importance sampling procedure are presented and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to anticipate the future and quantify its uncertainty is one of the most important features to enable safe and efficient decision making for autonomous robotic systems. While in deterministic problem settings a robot may simply base its decision making on unique projections of itself and the surrounding world, in uncertain settings a robot needs to either directly forward-simulate the many ways in which the future may evolve, or leverage analytically-derived heuristics/bounds that otherwise account for these many possibilities. In this paper we focus on the former approach, i.e., Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, which has been successfully applied to such complex tasks as visual feature selection for odometry [5] , online closed-loop belief state planning [17] , and planning safe kinodynamic trajectories subject to sensing and actuation uncertainty [11] . The strength of MC methods is that they need not make any over-simplifying or over-conservative assumptions in order to accommodate higher levels of detail (their accuracy is limited only by simulation fidelity); their main weakness is that detailed simulation of many futures may be computationally expensive. To mitigate this expense, MC methods may bias their simulations towards rare, but critical events, a technique applied in [11, 17] , in order to more efficiently estimate important performance characteristics in a process known as importance sampling (IS). The objective of this paper is to devise an importance sampling MC framework to assess the safety of a given motion control policy, with an associated certificate of accuracy, in general, non-linear problem settings.
Specifically, the present work resides within the context of online robot trajectory planning under uncertainty subject to performance/safety constraints. This problem has been Four likely collision modes for an airplane tracking a nominal trajectory (green) using a discrete time LQG controller. Tracking this nominal trajectory incurs an obstacle collision probability of 0.4%, which may be efficiently evaluated along with a tight associated confidence interval using variance-reduced Monte Carlo techniques (for this example in under 2 seconds to high confidence, a fraction of the 13 second trajectory duration).
recognized recently as a critical component towards deploying autonomous robotic systems in unstructured environments [1, 7, 26] . Conceptually, to enable an autonomous system to plan its actions under uncertainty (e.g., with respect to environment characterization), one needs to design a strategy (i.e., closed-loop policy) for a decision maker [13] , a computationally expensive procedure in general [11] . Instead of optimizing over closed-loop policies that specify a next action for every possible history of measurements and control actions, a promising approach is to pose the decision-making problem as an optimization over a simpler class of nominal policies, which are then evaluated via closed-loop predictions under the assumption that a local feedback control law strives to ensure nominal behavior [11, 22, 24, 26] . This approach to planning is computationally much more tractable as it only involves optimization over open-loop action sequences, and represents a compromise between POMDP formulations involving minimization over the class of output-feedback control laws, and an open-loop formulation, in which the state is assumed to evolve in an open loop (i.e., it is conservatively assumed that over the future horizon no effort will be made to compensate for disturbances or new events).
Despite this simplification of the optimization domain, incorporating constraints into the problem poses another significant challenge. In particular, inspired by recent results within the domain of Model Predictive Control (MPC) [18] , we consider chance-constrained problem formulations where we seek the lowest cost nominal policies subject to a probabilistic bound on performance/safety constraint violation. In this context, a key component in any planning algorithm is quickly and reliably evaluating the probability of constraint violation (henceforth, we will focus on collision avoidance and refer to such a probability as collision probability -CP -with the understanding that a constraint set on feasible robot states can also model performance or other safety requirements). This problem is difficult as safety/performance constraints do not usually possess an additive structure, i.e., they can not be expressed as the expectation of a summation of a set of random variables. This is typical, for example, for chance constraints on obstacle avoidance over the length of a state trajectory, and a fortiori for more complex constraints (expressed, e.g., as logical formulas). The goal of this paper is to design an algorithm for the the fast and reliable evaluation of collision probabilities, taking particular consideration of non-linear state space dynamics perturbed by non-Gaussian noise, with full translational and rotational rigid-body collision checking (as opposed to point-robot-based projections of workspace obstacles into the state space).
Related Work: Evaluating a controller's chance of constraint satisfaction while guiding a robot along a reference trajectory has hitherto primarily been considered in an approximate fashion. As discussed in [11] , most previous methods essentially rely on two approaches. In the first approach (see, e.g., [2, 12, 15, 16] ), referred to as the "additive approach," a trajectory CP is approximately evaluated by using Boole's inequality (i.e., P (∪ i A i ) ≤ i P (A i )) and summing pointwise CPs at a certain number of waypoints along the reference trajectory. In contrast, in the second approach (see, e.g., [14, 21, 24, 26] ), referred to as the "multiplicative approach," a trajectory CP is approximately evaluated by multiplying the complement of pointwise CPs at a certain number of waypoints along the reference trajectory. In a nutshell, the additive approach treats waypoint collisions as mutually exclusive, while the multiplicative approach treats them as independent. Since neither decoupling assumption holds in general, nor is any accounting made for continuous collision checking between waypoints (although [21] and [24] do consider the case of general collision geometries which in some cases may be amenable to such discrete collision checking), such heuristic approaches can be off by large multiples and hinder the computation of feasible trajectories [11] . Even worse, it is shown in [11] that such approaches are asymptotically tautological, i.e., as the number of waypoints approaches infinity, a trajectory CP is approximated with a number greater than or equal to one, contrary to what one might expect from a refinement procedure. (We note, however, that such approximations would still be very useful in those cases where the problem is unconstrained and the sole objective is to optimize safety/performance, as what is needed in such cases is the characterization of relative CPs among trajectories. However, in a constrained setting, one needs an accurate, absolute measure of CP.) The work of [22] introduced a first-order approximate correction to the independence assumption of the multiplicative approach that appears empirically to mitigate its aforementioned drawbacks, but can still be off by a considerable margin [11] and can both under-approximate or over-approximate the true CP.
The limitations of the above approximation schemes motivate the approach in [11] to consider variance-reduced Monte Carlo (MC) to estimate trajectory CPs. In theory, the exact CP can be computed up to arbitrary accuracy by simulating a large number of trajectories and counting the number that violate a constraint. When the CP has a low value (e.g., ≤ 1%), however, as is desired for most robotic applications, an enormous number of Monte Carlo samples may be required to achieve confidence in the estimate. The work in [11] demonstrates statistical variance-reduction techniques, including a method of importance sampling based on shifting the means of true noise distributions to encourage collision in simulation, that reduce the required number of samples to a few hundred per evaluation, amenable to real-time implementation. However, these techniques are designed and validated only for linear time-invariant point-robot systems under the influence of Gaussian process and measurement noise. As both assumptions do not always hold in practice, one objective of this work is to extend variance-reduced MC methods to the case of nonlinear dynamics and rigid-body collision models. Furthermore, the mixture IS algorithm proposed in [11] may also suffer in its ability to reduce variance as time discretization approaches zero (although it still provides an unbiased, asymptoticallyexact estimator) due to correlated mixture terms corresponding to close potential collision points [20] .
Statement of Contributions: The primary contribution of this paper is the proposal of an adaptive importance sampling framework (whereby the sampling distribution is refined through the course of simulating sample trajectories) which enables accelerated Monte Carlo collision probability estimation in general, non-linear problem settings with rigid-body collision checking that admits a high degree of correlated collision modes. This is a significant innovation (a) over the MC method in [11] , the naive application of which (i.e., linearizing dynamics and assuming a spherical robot) results in IS distributions with much poorer convergence characteristics, and (b) over approximation heuristics [14, 16, 22, 24, 26] which are predicated on decoupling assumptions that are arguably over-simplistic even before the additional complexities of non-linear dynamics and non-convex robot bodies are added. Our approach is enabled (1) by an improved method for identifying likely collision points based on a Newton method from [24] , and (2) by a more principled method for constructing IS distributions corresponding to certain collision modes, compared to the mean-shift method proposed in [11] , that enables optimization over more distributional parameters. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our adaptive IS framework on an 8-state, 3-input airplane model where it uses fewer MC samples than any alternative to accurately evaluate, with an associated confidence margin constructed using a standard error estimate, a nominal policy with low associated CP (0.4%). A single-threaded MC implementation achieves usable estimates with certified accuracy within 1-2 seconds (< 500 samples). While in this paper we develop our approach assuming a discrete LQG controller equipped with an EKF (as considered in [22, 26] ) applied to the linearized dynamics and Gaussianized noise (first-and-second momentmatching) of a general problem setting as our closed-loop feedback policy, we note that our adaptive framework applies equally well to other controllers; only the mathematical details of the distance metric and Rényi divergence objective in Section IV, detailing the selection of the initial IS distribution, will change. Given the successes of [11] in incorporating MC collision probability estimation within a near-real-time safe motion planning algorithm, and especially in light of this MC method's parallelization potential, we believe that the adaptive mixture importance sampling algorithm described in this paper represents a tool worthy for consideration in a wide variety of robotic applications that plan with safety constraints in operation.
Organization: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II we review background material on importance sampling relevant to robot collision probability estimation including an adaptive technique, in Section III we define the problem dynamics, LQG controller model, and collision model. In Section IV we present how to tailor adaptive mixture IS to CP computation by constructing component distribution corresponding to likely collision modes. Section V provides illustrative experiments with a rigid-body non-linear airplane model for the algorithms detailed in the previous sections, and Section VI contains conclusions and discussion on possible directions of future research.
II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
In this section we review the basics of importance sampling, a technique for reducing the variance of a Monte Carlo estimator, as well as an adaptive variant for mixture importance sampling that frames the selection of mixture weights as a convex optimization problem. Our discussion is tailored to the problem of computing trajectory CPs, where the highdimensional nature of the noise (a joint distribution spanning the entire length of a trajectory) increases the challenge of selecting a good distribution.
A. Importance Sampling
Consider a random variable X ∈ R n distributed according to the probability density function (pdf) P :
where Q is an alternative pdf satisfying Q(x) > 0 for all x ∈ R n where f (x)P (x) = 0, and E P and E Q denote expectations computed under the distributions X ∼ P and X ∼ Q, respectively. The quantity w(x) = P (x)/Q(x) is referred to as the likelihood ratio of the pdfs at x. In the context of Monte Carlo estimation, the above computation implies that given independent and identically dis-
drawn from Q, the expectation p := E [f (X)] may be estimated bŷ
The variance of the estimatorp Q may be estimated bŷ
In this paper, X will denote a vector of noise samples that act upon a robot at a sequence of discrete time increments, and f (X) will denote the indicator function that the robot, guided by a trajectory-tracking controller, collides into the obstacle set given the trajectory noise sample X. The robot's collision
We see from (1) thatp Q defined in (2) is an unbiased estimator of the CP p, that is, as long as the support of Q contains the support of P , the estimatorp Q converges in probability to p as m → ∞ regardless of the choice of Q. Thus the selection criterion for the IS pdf Q is to minimize the variance ofp Q . This has the practical effect of reducing the number of samples required before the estimator yields a useable result, which, as argued in [11] , is critical for real-time accurate CP estimation for robotic applications with a very low collision chance constraint. Motivated by the sum in (2), we call Var Q f (X)
Q(X) the per-sample variance contributed by each i.i.d. sample X (i) ∼ Q. Choosing Q to minimize the per-sample variance is equivalent [23] to minimizing the Rényi divergence
where π * (x) := |f (x)|P (x)/ R n |f (x)|P (x) dx is itself the minimizer, provided the optimization is unconstrained.
Constructing and sampling from π * is usually not possible in practice (for positive f , the normalization factor E P [f (X)] is precisely the quantity we wish to estimate), but its form yields some insights. In the case that f is an indicator function, π * has support on only the "important" parts of P where f (x) = 1; for our purposes, to sample from π * is to sample only noise trajectories that lead to collision and weight them in the computation ofp π * by their relative likelihood. This motivates the search for IS distributions Q that artificially inflate the occurrence of the rare event f (X) = 1, but this should be accomplished while maintaining relative probability according to P lest the likelihood ratio P/Q be very large for some likely realization of the event, corresponding to a large value in the variance integral (4) . Mathematically, we attempt to minimize D 2 (π * Q θ ) over a family of distributions Q = {Q θ | θ ∈ Θ}, described by a finite vector of parameters θ, capable of capturing this aim.
B. Mixture Importance Sampling
As recognized in [11] , there are typically multiple ways in which a noise-perturbed robot trajectory can collide with its surroundings. Although the noise pdf P is usually unimodal (corresponding to a robot centered on the nominal trajectory), an effective IS distribution may be multimodal (corresponding to the many ways the robot can drift into obstacles). This motivates the use of mixture IS distributions with pdfs of the form
parameterized by θ = (α, η); the α d are nonnegative mixture weights such that D d=1 α d = 1 and the η d are internal parameters of the component densities q d . A special case of mixture IS relevant to robotic applications is defensive importance sampling, where the nominal distribution P is selected as one of the component distributions. If the pdfs q d are selected as noise likely to lead to certain collision scenarios, including P serves as a catch-all to ensure that no unforeseen collision mode, e.g., due to the complex evolution of uncertainty distributions through non-linear dynamics, is left out.
C. Adaptive Mixture Importance Sampling
For robot collision probability estimation, optimizing the per-sample variance over a full family of distributions (5) is in general computationally intractable, especially if the component trajectory noise parameterization η d is high-dimensional. Thus we consider instead the problem of selecting the weights α d for fixed components q d . As shown in [23] , the objective D 2 (π * Q α ) is convex with respect to α, and is therefore amenable to online stochastic optimization methods with convergence guarantees. We reproduce in Algorithm 1 a stochastic mirror descent procedure from [23] , designed for the simultaneous adaptation of mixture distribution weights alongside IS estimation. Algorithm 1 performs stochastic gradient descent on a set of mirrored variablesα in order to enforce the probability constraints
We present here the self-normalized versions of the final estimators, where in computingp we normalize by the sum of the sampled likelihood ratios. This is an alternative to normalizing, as in (2), by the reciprocal of the sample count 1/m. Selfnormalized importance sampling yields an asymptotically unbiased estimator, and in practice may further reduce variance when applying importance sampling techniques. We note that normalizing by the sample count m = k would only change the form of expressions in Alg. 1, Line 8.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. State Space Dynamics
Let the state space dynamics of a robot be given by
is the process noise, and w t ∼ W t is the measurement noise 
Compute gradient:
Update mirrored weights:
Set new mixture weights: α i+1 ∝ exp α i+1
7: end for 8: return Estimator, estimated variance of estimator [19] :
at time t. The process noise comprises an explicit control uncertainty v t , and W t , respectively. We are interested in estimating the collision probability that arises from tracking a nominal path
. . , T . The true initial state x 0 satisfies x 0 = x * 0 + p 0 , where the initial state uncertainty p 0 ∼ P 0 is drawn from a distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix P 0 , and the controller uses an understanding of the dynamics and information from observations z 1 , · · · , z T to choose actions with feedback u 0 , . . . , u T −1 from which the true state x t evolves according to (6) .
Similar to [22] and [26] we consider an LQR state-feedback controller equipped with an extended Kalman Filter for state estimation (together, LQG control) to control the deviation of a robot from a nominal trajectory. With deviation variables from P * defined asx t = x t −x * t ,ū t = u t −u * t , andz t = z t −h(x * t ), we linearize (6) according to:
where
, and
The LQG controller maintains an estimatex t of the true state deviationx t using an extended Kalman filter
where K t is the Kalman gain matrix at time t corresponding to the linearized system (7) with noise covariance matrices
, and W t [10] . Then at each time t = 0, . . . , T − 1 the LQG controller applies the input u t = u * t +ū t withū
where L t is the finite time horizon LQR feedback gain matrix corresponding to (7) with appropriately chosen state regulation and control effort penalties for the robotic application. We emphasize that when simulating trajectories in this paper, we compute the exact state evolution according to the true dynamics (6) . However, we note here that with y t = x t ;x t we may write down an approximate system with linearized dynamics and Gaussian noise (moment-matched to the true noise up to second order):
for appropriate choices of matrices F t , G t and R t . See [26] for a full derivation. In addition to evolving approximate state trajectories, this system may be used to evolve approximate pointwise uncertainty distributions ofx t parameterized as multivariate Gaussians, as in [11, 22, 26] . Let Σ t denote the a priori covariance ofx t thus derived.
B. Configuration Space and Workspace Representations
In this work we consider rigid-body robots whose configuration q t = q(x t ) ∈ SE(3), consisting of a 3D rotation and translation, is a deterministic function of the state. We represent both the robot, configured at q, and the static obstacle set in the workspace as unions of convex components R(q) = r i=1 R i (q) ⊂ R 3 and E = e j=1 E j ⊂ R 3 , respectively. Then the state space obstacle set is X obs = {x ∈ R dx | R(q(x)) E = ∅}. For a given robot state x and associated configuration q, we assume access to a distance function d i,j (q) measuring the Euclidean separation between R i (q) and E j . In the case that R i (q) intersects E j , d i,j (q) returns a negative value corresponding to the maximum extent of penetration. We also assume access to the distance gradient ∂d i,j (q)/∂q, either analytically or through finite differencing. We may also compute ∂d i,j (x)/∂x = ∂q ∂x ∂di,j ∂q .
C. Problem Statement
The problem we wish to solve in this paper is to devise an accurate, computationally-efficient algorithm equipped with an error estimate to estimate the collision probability P (x 0 , . . . , x T ∩ X obs = ∅) where x 0 , . . . , x T denotes a continuous interpolation between discrete states, and the state trajectory x t is controlled via the control law u t = u * t +ū t . As discussed in the introduction, the primary motivation of this problem is to enable belief space Algorithm 2 Close Pairwise X obs Point (adapted from [24] )
) between robot/environment pair of convex components R i (q) and E j , linesearch parameter γ, tolerance > 0 1: Set x 0 = x * , k = 0 2: repeat 3:
Newton step (derivatives evaluated at x k , q(x k )):
With g = ∂di,j ∂x (x k ), compute search direction:
α = 1
10:
repeat 11:
12:
until m k+1 ≤ m k or x k+1 − x k < 15:
: return x k with minimum corresponding m k planning with closed-loop predictions for general non-linear problems with possibly non-Gaussian noise models.
A few comments are in order. First, in this paper we are not proposing a new planning algorithm, rather an algorithm that addresses one of the key bottlenecks for planning under uncertainty. Second, the method proposed here can be used in combination with a variety of planning frameworks, e.g., to certify the final plans output by the heuristic evaluation of many RRT plans [24, 26] or by bounded uncertainty roadmaps [9] , or within the planning loop of meta-algorithms as in [11] . Third, although for clarity Subsection III-B assumes an SE(3) configuration space and R 3 workspace, the methods in this paper may be readily generalized to other rigid-body robots, e.g., manipulators [24] . Finally, in stark contrast with alternative methods (with the exception of the MC method [11] ), we provide a computable error estimate that can be used as a certificate of accuracy for the trajectory's estimated CP.
IV. ADAPTIVE IMPORTANCE SAMPLING FOR COLLISION PROBABILITY ESTIMATION
In this section we present an algorithm for the accurate, computationally-efficient estimation of a trajectory's tracking CP under non-linear dynamics, full rigid-body collision checking, and non-Gaussian noise models. Our approach is to select importance sampling distributions for CP estimation as a mixture of reparameterized copies of the actual process and measurement noise, corresponding to different modes of failure, similar to [11] . In particular we employ assumptions of linearity and Gaussianity to compute collision-causing adjustments to the noise means and covariances. A key strength of the MC approach is that although these assumptions do not necessarily reflect the true system dynamics, the IS distributions they suggest are still useful in the context of Algorithm 1 (an asymptotically unbiased estimator in any case) to perform variance-reduced CP estimation.
In the notation of Section II,
(where we have assumed the independence of the noise distributions in the construction of this joint pdf) and f (X) is the event that the noise random variable X gives rise to a colliding trajectory under LQG control. We consider IS distributions of the form
where η d encodes all of the parameters required to specify the process and measurement noise distributions. We will consider IS component distributions q d that differ from the actual noise P only in mean and covariance (e.g., produced by affine transformation), and thus in the following discussion for simplicity we consider η d to consist of (3T + 1) mean vectors and covariance matrices: one pair for the initial state uncertainty and for each process/measurement noise distribution at each time step t = 1, . . . , T . We pack these means and covariances into (T + 1) Gaussians acting on the linearized dynamics (8) and write (omitting the index d), η = ((µ 0 , S 0 ), . . . , (µ T , S T )), where for time step t, (µ
We stress that this linearization is a step that we take only in order to derive expressions for η below, but which cannot be done when MC simulating the full non-linear dynamics (6). We will also refer to η = (µ, S) as the parameters of the joint Gaussian over all trajectory time steps.
A. Computing Likely Collision Modes
We choose each component distribution q d to represent a likely tracking collision mode (see Figure 1) . In particular, at each time step t we consider distributions q that result in an expected collision (under the linearized dynamics (8)) at an obstacle point x obs ∈ X obs close to x * t , that is
where the matrix M t , which describes the evolution of the mean of y t according to (8) , satisfies for all µ: To ensure that our IS distribution represents the most likely collision modes, we define closeness to be measured by
t (x * t − x obs ), a measure of likelihood under the unmodified noise P . The problem of computing close obstacle points under this metric for a robot consisting of convex rigid-body components was previously considered in [24] , which, for a pair (R i , E j ), proposes a Newton method for identifying a close point x obs satisfying d i,j (q(x obs )) = 0. We apply that method in Algorithm 2 to first identify a feasible point satisfying the zero-distance constraint. Our addition in Algorithm 2 is to then follow this initialization with a non-linear constrained minimization phase to find a local optimum in Mahalanobis distance. This minimization phase employs a linesearch with a constraint projection subroutine (project i,j Alg. 2, Line 11) to ensure d i,j (q(x obs )) = 0; we use the same Newton method to implement that projection as well. In our experiments we find that local optimization can reduce x obs Mahalanobis distance by ∼ 5%.
B. Noise Distribution Corresponding to a Collision Mode
Each close point x obs , corresponding to a tuple (x t , R i , E j ), may be viewed as a local proxy for the optimal IS distribution π * . Recall from Section II that we wish to compute IS distributions q(x; η) such that η = argmin η D 2 (π * q(; η)). We consider the optimization problem
which, allowing for linearization and Gaussian momentmatching, may be written out explicitly as
where we have denoted the joint distribution of the linearization of the nominal noise P (see (8) ) as N (0, R). The IS method described in [11] may be regarded as a special case of this optimization with S = R held fixed; then (10) becomes a linearly constrained least squares problem where the objective µ T R −1 µ has the interpretation that η = (µ, S = R) is the true noise P with mean equal to the most likely sample from P that pushes x t into x obs (in expectation). We initialize optimization with this choice of η; to optimize over the covariance matrix S as well, yielding greater variance reduction, we apply block coordinate descent: alternating optimization over µ with S fixed (a linearly constrained least squares problem) and optimization over S with µ fixed (we apply a simple first-order linesearch on the objective, as the constraint is automatically satisfied with µ fixed).
C. Selecting Mixture Components
The close point computation in IV-A may theoretically give rise to T re different component distributions (one for each selection of time step, convex robot component, and convex obstacle), but we prune the mixture distribution Q (α,η) to contain only components corresponding to each of the top D−1 most likely collisions computed over tuples (x t , R i , E j ), ordered by Mahalanobis distance (we set the final term q D = P to enable defensive importance sampling). The initial mixture weights α 1 may be set uniformly, or in proportion to the probability that a state sampled from a Gaussian estimate of the marginal deviation distribution at the relevant trajectory time step crosses a half-space associated with each close obstacle point [22, 24] . We note that the value of D may be chosen to correspond to a cutoff on these pointwise collision probability estimates as opposed to being a fixed algorithm parameter. Figure 2 illustrates why adaptive mixture IS, Algorithm 1, is a necessary addition for refining these weights online to achieve the highest degree of variance reduction. For this plane trajectory, there is a high degree of correlation between similar collision events at successive time steps, or at the same time step between collisions involving different robot components. Unlike any heuristic method to address these correlations, which also grow worse with finer time discretization, stochastically solving the convex optimization problem of mixture weight selection is guaranteed to converge to the optimal α * as the sample size m → ∞.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS A. Dynamics and Noise Model
In this paper we consider discrete-time nominal dynamics for an airplane integrated from a simple continuous-time model [3] propagated under zero-order hold control inputs with a time step ∆t. The continuous-time model is:
Estimator means computed over 30 trials, m = 1000 sampleŝ pAISpISpNMCσAISσISσNMC 0.436% 0.416% 0.471% 0.043% 0.048% 0.209% where x, y, z are position in a global frame, v is airspeed (we assume zero wind, aside from isotropic gusts represented by process noise), ψ is the course angle, γ is the flight path angle, φ is the roll angle, and α is the angle of attack. The control inputs u = (u a , uφ, uα) are longitudinal acceleration (due to engine thrust), roll rate, and pitch rate respectively. We assume a flat-plate airfoil model so that F lift = πρAv 2 α and
where gravity g, air density ρ, wing area A, plane mass m, drag coefficient C D0 , and induced drag factor K are all constants. Using the Euler ZYX (yaw ψ, pitch θ, roll φ) rotation angle convention, the mapping from state space to configuration space is given by q(x) = (x, y, z, ψ, θ = α 0 − α − γ, φ), where α 0 is the angle of attack at straight and level (zero pitch) flight. We assume that the state is fully observed (i.e. h(x t ) = x t ) up to the measurement noise w t , and in our experiments we consider Gaussian noise distributions V We implemented Algorithms 1 and 2 in Julia [4] using the Bullet physics engine [6] for continuous (swept) collision checking, and ran experiments on a Linux system equipped with a 3.0GHz 8-core Intel i7-5960X processor (although we note that the implementation presented in this work is only single-threaded). (2) and (3)) to the nominal trajectory depicted in Figure 1 . For discrete LQG control, T = 100 and the time discretization is ∆t = 0.129 s. Both importance sampling methods use D = 10 mixture components, initialized with uniform weight aside from q 10 = P initialized with α 1 10 = 0.5. Figure 3 is indicative of a problem that may arise from poorly chosen mixture weights. Non-adaptive IS (in blue) twice encounters positive collision samples with a very high likelihood ratio, indicating poor proportional representation by the IS distribution Q. The table in Figure 3 indicates that this type of event is relatively rare, as on averageσ IS is much lower thanσ NMC (owing to the construction of a good η) and near adaptive mixture IS in terms of error certificate.
On average both importance sampling methods process 1000 samples in ∼ 4.5 s (specifically, AIS: 4.46 ± 0.13 s, IS: 4.51 ± 0.65 s). We can see from Figure 3 , however, that only a few hundred samples are required to get a confident handle on trajectory CP, which we note may be processed in far less time than the airplane takes to fly its 13 s trajectory. The equivalent timings for both versions of IS are not surprising for the single-threaded implementation featured in this work, as the computational effort required by the stochastic mirror descent update is negligible compared to integrating dynamics, collision checking, and computing likelihood ratios. A parallel implementation might require larger batch sizes k in order to overcome the communication overhead inherent in coordinating adaptive IS and achieve the expected parallel MC speedup. Naive MC processes 1000 samples in 2.34 ± .04 s; the additional importance sampling time is spent entirely in evaluating probability density functions. Table I gives a description of the mixture components used in importance sampling, as well as the final adaptive IS mixture weights from Figure 3 . We can see from the last two rows that a few thousand samples is generally insufficient to converge to the optimal weights, but already at m = 2000 samples the relationship between good weights and half-space violation probability for the approximate marginal distributions defies heuristic approximation.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an adaptive mixture importance sampling algorithm inspired by the statistics literature [23] and demonstrated its success in quantifying CP (with tight estimated error) for an LQG with EKF control policy applied to a nonlinear system with a full rigid-body collision model. In particular, we note that this procedure succeeds in achieving a level of certifiable accuracy for which there are no comparable existing methods other than naive, non-variance-reduced, Monte Carlo. The adaptive nature of the procedure has been demonstrated as essential for selecting proper component weights for use in mixture IS, at negligible additional computational cost compared to non-adaptive mixture IS.
While this work may in its current form see direct application within a non-linear LQG control planner (for which we stress that a parallel implementation would be a key technology for enabling truly real-time use), we mention here a number of other future research avenues. First, we note that in this work a few thousand samples are sufficient to learn improved mixture weights. With a budget of tens of thousands of MC samples (possibly enabled by GPU), we might attempt to adaptively improve the high-dimensional distribution parameters η as well as the weights α. Second, estimating CP for control policies departing from the LQG approach of tracking a nominal trajectory (e.g., stochastic extended LQR [25] ) may be considered using the same mixture IS techniques. Third, extension to environment uncertainty in addition to robot dynamics uncertainty may similarly draw inspiration from CP approximation heuristics [8, 21] to inform the construction of IS component distributions. Finally, we note that although the "rare event" considered throughout this paper has been obstacle collision, adaptive importance sampling as a Monte Carlo variance reduction technique may be applied to estimate a variety of other performance or safety requirements.
